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Effects of response style on various commonly used fixedresponse formats are examined. Data 
suggest that Likerttype formats are relatively consistently affected by response style regardless of 
the number of categories in the format. Nonanchored numbers were less affected by stylistic 
responses, while linear formats and various forms of human faces are the most problematic. 
Across types, strongest correlations were obtained for the various forms of linear formats and 
human faces making their use problematic. 

Systematic error has long been recognized as a major problem in psychometric, sociometric, and 
educational research. Generally, systematic error derives from two sources, response bias and response 
style or set (Cronbach, 1950; Guilford, 1954; Nunnally, 1978). While both response bias and response style 
are artifacts of measurement, bias tends to result in a shift in the distribution of scores (as defined by the 
difference between obtained and true score means) while response style, when present, results in inflated 
estimates of reliability. There is a great deal of evidence concerning the nature of response bias involved 
in measurement, but data concerning the effects of style are less dear.  

Many approaches have been used to estimate the effects of response style on empirical results, 
but available data concerning its magnitude and effects are inconclusive. Response style, Nunnally argues, 
(1) does not explain more than a small fraction of variance in instruments designed to measure 
nonstylistic traits, (2) is not generalizable across various types of instruments, and (3) does not correlate 
substantially with experimentally independent ability or personality measures.

Recent research suggests, however, that Nunnally's conclusions may be premature in that, under 
certain circumstances, there may be interaction between testresponse format and response style for a 
set of items (Frisbie & Brandenberg, 1979) and that in "contentless" questionnaires (Bardo & Yeager, 
1982) response style resulted in (at times) substantial reliability of measurement. (Cronbach's alphas of 
up to .67 were obtained for certain formats.) In the past (Bass, 1956; Husek, 1961; Van Heerden & 
Hoogstraten, 1979; Bardo, et al., 1982) contentless item methodologies have been used to estimate 
possible effects of response bias on various forms of fixedresponse formats; little attention has been paid 
to possible effects of variations in response style across formats. Here, this issue is more closely examined. 

A sample of 292 undergraduate social and behavioral science students were administered a 
packet of "contentless items." Administration procedures were designed to maximize the possibility of 
systematic error; see Bardo, et al. (1982) for details of procedures. Each packet contained 19 sets of 10 
lines each of commonly used questionnaire formats ( 4, 5, and 7point Likert and numeric formats, lines 
with end points labeled "strongly agree" and "strongly disagree," lines with end points labeled "1" and 
"11" and schematic human faces with "no hair," "short hair," and "long hair"). Except for the faces, all 
formats were presented in two sets with the direction of response of the second set inverted. Since the 
tendency for respondents to select leftmost choices on the first line of each set was pronounced, first 
lines were eliminated from subsequent analyses. Responses to the remaining nine items in each set were 
summed to create a "score" for each subject. A correlation matrix for all 19 scale was calculated and the 
significance of its overall variance was examined using Bartlett's chi squared and Z score transformation. 
The X2 of 2052.11 (Z = 35.81) indicated significant nonrandom variance within the correlation matrix. 
Once multivariate significance was determined, the Pearson productmoment correlations were further 
examined. For 7, 5, and 4poinc Likert formats, the average correlation (R) with its reverse cluster on the 



same page was .27; for all Likert formats taken together r = .25, only marginally lower. However, for 
consistent formats (those which ran in the same direction regardless of number of response categories) 
R = .35, with a range of .28 to .42. For opposite direction formats, the average was lower (r = .27) but still 
substantial (range from .18 to .32). Likert formats did not correlate equally well with other types of 
formats. Likert and numeric formats, regardless of direction of response, had mean correlations 
of .06 (range from .20 to .13); Likert and linear formats and the various forms of human faces had 
a mean correlation of .14 but with a much larger range (.03 to .35). 

The patterns for the other formats tested were somewhat different than for Likert. Numeric 
formats correlated overall .21 (range .07 to .31) and with other inconsistent formats .17. However, 
average correlations increased somewhat when four position numeric formats were eliminated from the 
analysis (r = .25, range .18 to .40). Numeric formats also showed interesting consistency when compared 
to linear and faces formats. While the overall mean correlation of numeric and linear formats was only 
.14 (range from .11 to .45), the average correlation decreased with a decline in the number of categories 
(.30 for 7point formats, .12 for 5point formats, and .02 for 4point formats). Similarly, the average 
correlation for numeric and faces formats was .07 (range .18 to .42). But once again, there was a tendency 
for the magnitude of the correlation to drop dramatically as the number of categories decreased (from 
.27 for 7point numbers, to .06 for 5point, and .06 for 5point and .06 for 4point numeric formats). 

An interesting anomaly in the data set involved observed differences in correlations related to the 
"length of hair" or gender in the faces formats. "No hair" or neuter and "short hair" or male faces exhibited 
the same patterns of relationship with the other formats (average correlations were relatively high) while 
formats with "long hair" or female faces gave generally lower correlations often of the opposite sign of 
those obtained for other faces. Also, "shorthair" and "nohair" faces were highly correlated, i.e., .84, while 
neither was correlated substantially with the "longhaired" formats (.09 and .17, respectively). 

Responses to linear formats showed a substantial mean correlation with each other, .41 (range 
.02 to .65), and only one correlation (the line labeled 1 to 11, with line labeled strongly disagree to strongly 
agree) was less than .24. On the average, linear formats correlated .27 with faces; but lines with faces 
with short hair and no hair correlated .45, while faces with long hair and line formats averaged .08. These 
data suggest there are some consistencies as well as some inconsistencies in the effects of testresponse 
format on subjects' tendencies toward response styles. First, Likerttype formats were relatively 
consistently affected by response style regardless of the number of categories. However, correlations 
were somewhat higher among format sets presented in the same direction (from "strongly agree" to 
"strongly disagree" and vice versa) than between format sets presented in reverse directions. To keep 
response style to a minimum in empirical measurement, this result suggests that a practice of randomly 
inverting the order of presentation of responses as well as item inversion (which is now commonly done) 
could be advantageous. 

Furthermore, the data highlight some significant variations among the formats tested. Linear 
formats with end points anchored and faces formats were relatively more susceptible to response style
related bias than other formats tested and should be avoided. Also, increasing the number of categories 
in a response format to more than five, while possibly improving the magnitude of empirical results 
because possible variance is increased, also may increase the effects of response style and should be 
avoided. In addition, faces formats showed some unexpected inconsistencies; longhaired or female faces 
had patterns different from those of the other faces. As hair length may be associated with perceptions 
of sexroles, measurements involving human faces may contain confounding sexrole bias as well as a 
tendency coward response stylebased error.  

Finally, it should be noted that Bartlett's chi squared indicated a relatively large amount of non
random variance in the matrix. This result is similar in magnitude to what is often obtained in empirical 
research involving measurement of an attitudinal and personalitytest referents. While the individual 



Pearson coefficients were not very large, they measure apparently significant variance and should not be 
ignored. 
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